Casaﬁco

An innovative approach to building products: reusing and repurposing paper and polysterene resources

Casaﬁco is Australia’s innovative
manufacturer for building
products. The company focuses
on designing, engineering, and
building homes with sustainable
materials. Through innovative
manufacturing processes, they
utilise collected recycled
materials, and process it into
various formulations of coating,
panel and building products.

Through ASPIRE, Casaﬁco have
connected with Wrapco to
exchange expanded polysterene
(EPS). With the feedstock,
Casaﬁco was able to close the
loop around Wrapco’s issue of
waste resources ending in landﬁll
by remanufacturing it into
building products.
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“At Casaﬁco we manufacture construction materials made from waste, ASPIRE
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is an integral part of our business which shows transparency to all our
stakeholders to see how much waste we divert from landﬁll and how much CO2
we save. It’s gotten us through tights spots when we were low on waste and with
it’s current icons and easy to navigate interface we were able to ﬁnd a new
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Utilises waste
products for their
innovative building
products such as
plasterboards, base
coats for concrete
and marble ﬁnishes
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supplier to replenish stock. It allows us to connect to a like minded community on
a platform where we can also advertise our waste to be reused, We will use
ASPIRE to research new waste streams for product development and most
importantly know that our Waste is not being stock piled or buried, with ASPIRE
we have conﬁdence that our waste is being responsibly rescued, reused or as we
do transform it into new product.”

The Beneﬁts
In 2019, Casaﬁco has recycled 2,400kg of newspaper and has
doubled since previous year (2018).
Upon ﬁnding Casaﬁco, Wrapco now sends 5 tonnes of their paper
waste to Casaﬁco every year.
Continuing the use of ASPIRE has enabled Casaﬁco to identify a
reliable stream of resources for use in their Melbourne factory.

Source Information
Casaﬁco: https://www.casaﬁco.com.au/
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